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SCENE IV
coruna.    &ear the ramparts
It is just before dawn on the following morning, objects being still in-
distinct. The features of the elevated enclosure of San Carlos can be
recognized in dim outline, and also those of the Old Town of Coruna around,
though scarcely a lamp is shining. The numerous transports in the harbour
beneath have still their riding-lights burning.
In a nook of the town walls a lantern glimmers. Some English soldiers
of the Ninth regiment are hastily digging a grave there with extemporized
tools.
A voice (from the gloom some distance off)
u I am the resurrection and the life, saith the Lord : he that
believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live."
The soldiers look up, and see entering at the furitier end of the patch of
ground a slow procession. It advances by the light of lanterns in the hands
of some members of it. At moments the fitful rays fall upon bearers carrying
a coffinless body rolled in a blanket, with a military cloak roughly thrown
over by way of pall. It is brought towards the incomplete grave, and
followed by hope, graham, anderson, colborne, hardinge, and
several aides-de-camp, a chaplain preceding.
first soldier
They are here, almost as hasteful as ourselves.
There is no time to dig much deeper now:
Level a bottom just as far's we've got.
He'll couch as calmly in this scrabbled hole
As in a royal vault!
second soldier
Would it had been a foot deeper, here among foreigners, with
strange manures manufactured out of no one knows what! Surely
we can give him another six inches ?
first soldier
There is no time.    Just make the bottom true.
The meagre procession approaches the spot, and waits while the half-dug
grave is roughly finished by the men of the Ninth. They step -out of it, and
another of them holds a lantern to the chaplain's book. The winter day
slowly dawns.

